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Mnltiphoton ionization of the noble gases by an intense 10' -W/em' dye laser
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The absolute yield of multiply charged ions of the noble gases argon, krypton, and xenon as a
function of laser intensity in the range of 10"&I & 5X10' %'/cm2 is reported. The actual num-

bers of ions produced using a meHwharacterized tunable picosecond dye laser were measured.
These absolute measurements allow a direct, quantitative comparison of the data with theory.
Both lowest-order perturbation theory and the "tunneling ionization" theory of Keldysh are used

to model the experiment. Ionization rates obtained from the Keldysh theory are in quantitative
agreement with the experimental results for production of the Srst charge state only. Reasons for
the inability of the Keldysh theory to describe the production of multiply charged ions are dis-

cussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The resonant and nonresonant multiphoton ionization
of atoms and molecules has been extensively examined
since the invention of the laser. ' Nearly all of the ex-
perimental results up until about 1982 could be satisfac-
torily explained within the framework of lowest-order
perturbation theory. Specifically, an atom with an ion-
ization potential V&p will be ionized by the absorption of
N photons with energy %co, where N is the first integer
for which Ni)tto exceeds the ionization potential. Howev-
er, perturbation theory must eventually break down,
specifically when the perturbation itself becomes compa-
rable to or exceeds the primary interaction. The limit of
lowest-order perturbation theory is very clear in laser-
atom interactions, namely, when the electric field of the
laser approaches that of the Coulomb field of the atom
itself. In this region, one might observe previously unex-
pected phenomena requiring the extension of existing
theories or the development of completely new theories.

One such theory is that proposed by Keldysh.
Keldysh derived a formula for the ionization rate of an
atom in an intense field by an application of the well-

known Fermi golden rule in which he used a Volkov
state for the outgoing electron. An important qualita-
tive result was that the ionization rate was determined
more by the properties of the outgoing electron than by
the details of the atomic structure. It was also pointed
out that "multiphoton ionization" and "tunneling ion-
ization" were merely limiting cases of the general ioniza-
tion of the atom by an intense electric field. Multipho-
ton ionization dominated in regions where the tunneling
parameter y, de6ned as the ratio of the 6eld frequency ~
to the tunneling frequency m„was much greater than
unity. On ihe other hand, tunneling ionization dom-
inates for values of y ~~1 where

+2ttt, Vip(0)
g=N

eE

where V,p(0) is the field-free ionization potential of the
atom, Z is the electric field strength, and e and m, are
the charge and mass of an electron.

Our work is motivated by the desire to quantitatively
examine the intermediate region, 1 & y &4, where pertur-
bation theory may begin to break down. This was ac-
complished by measuring the ion yield of the noble gases
Ar, Kr, and Xe as a function of laser intensity at
A. =0.586 pm. To our knowledge this is the first report
of the observation of up to six-times-ionized xenon using
a tunable picosecond dye-laser system. Furthermore, we
have emphasized the detection of actual numbers of ions
detected as opposed to only relative yields in an effort to
facilitate direct quantitative comparison with theory.
We have specifically avoided the question of intermedi-
ate high-order resonances herein, as this is the subject of
a forthcoming presentation.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. The laser system

The laser system used in the present experiments con-
sists of an ampli5ed, synchronously mode-locked dye
laser. In contrast to the neodymium- or excimer-based
laser systems used to date in high-order multiphoton
ionization experiments, this laser is tunable. The laser
begins with a cw mode-locked Nd: YAG oscillator (YAG
denotes yttrium aluminum garnet) operating at 82 MHz
producing 100-psec pulses at 1.064 p,m (average power of
7 W). The pulse train is frequency doubled in a 5-mm
potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) crystal producing
70-psec pulses at 0.53 pm with an average power of 1.2

The 0.53-pm pulse train is used to synchronously
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pump a linear cavity dye laser presently operated with
Rhodamine 6G in enthylene glycol (c —5 X 10 I).
The cavity length of the dye laser is tuned to match that
of the Nd: YAG pump, thereby achieving mode locking
in the dye laser via synchronous gain modulation. This
technique provides a stable 82-MHz train of tunable ra-
diation with each pulse having a width typically less
than 5 psec and -2 nJ in energy. The pulse width can
be varied between 0.5 and 6 psec by cavity tuning
and/or addition of small amounts of a saturable absorber
to the dye jet. Frequency tuning from 0.560 to 0.630 pm
is accomplished through the use of a two-plate
birefringeni Ster placed internal to the cavity. Pulse
lengths shorter than —1 psec require the birefringent
filter be replaced with a broader bandwidth device.

The synchronously mode-locked output of the dye
laser passes through a continuously variable polarization
rotator before entering the five-stage dye amplifier (Fig.
1). This allows variable control over pump and signal
polarization in the amplifier. The dye ampli6er itself is

pumped by the second-harmonic output of a modified
cavity Q-switched Nd:YAG. The Q-switched Nd:YAG
operates between 1.25 and 10 Hz, providing a nearly
uniform 1-cm-diameter beam. The 0.532-pm output is
typically 300-350 mJ with a "three-hump" temporal
distribution, the center of which is -2 nsec in width,
Approximately 200 mJ of the 0.532-pm output is used to
pump the dye amplifier.

The dye amplifier itself consists of four dye cells
separated by beam expansion telescopes and pinholes.
The first two stages each have optical lengths of 2.5 cm
and are transversally pumped. Pinholes between stages
1 and 2, and 2 and 3 serve both as spatial 61ters and to
control amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). The
beam expands through stage 3 and is then collimated to
its final 1-cm diameter before entering the fourth stage.
A saturable absorber jet of DQOCI (1,3'-diethyl 4,2'-

quinolyloxadicarbo cyanineiodide) in ethylene glycol is

sometimes used between stages 3 and 4 for further ASE
suppression, to eliminate any prepulse and to control the
leading-edge structure of the pulse (rise time). The
fourth stage is double passed by the dye beam but not by
the pump beam. The purpose of this last pass of the dye
beam is not for further substantial amplification but
rather to ensure that the beam has reached the gain-
saturated regime. This substantially stabilizes pulse-to-
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pulse fluctuations in both energy and pulse width. Using
Kiton Red 620 in methanol in the amplifier, the system
provides typically 1-2-psec pulses which are continuous-

ly tunable from 0.570 to 0.600 pm. Pulse energies are
typically 3 mJ with an approximately 10% ASE com-
ponent spread over the range 0.580—0.583 pm. The
temporal distribution of the ASE component is Gaussian
with a width of 2 nsec.

The laser enters the target chamber via an optical
quality vacuum window (Fig. 2) and is focused by an
internal 63-mm focal length lens. The laser itself is run

steady state. Intensity variation in the chamber is ob-

tained by rotating a pair of A,/10 Gian-Thompson polar-
izers placed just before the vacuum ~indo~.

Initially, only the laser energy was measured on every

shot. This was not suScient to determine the focused
intensity on a shot-by-shot basis owing to pulse width

fluctuations. Although these Auctuations had been mini-

mized by taking the dye amplifier to saturation, the

pulse width still varied by —15% from shot to shot.
This led to a fluctuation in ion signal by as much as a
factor of 3 for shots of the same energy. For this reason
we set up an additional diagnostic to measure the peak
power shot by shot in addition to the energy. This was

done by utiHzing the 4% refiection from the vacuum
window. As shown in Fig. 2 this reflection is split, with

20% diverted to a calibrated vacuum photodiode provid-

ing an energy measurement and the remaining 80% col-
limated and passed through an angle tuned 250-pm-thick
KDP crystal. The intensity in the crystal is kept
suSciently low so that the second-harmonic output is

proportional to the square of the fundamental intensity.
The harmonic output is separated from the fundamental
by a series of bandpass Nters and observed with another
vacuum photodiode. This signal is then proportional to
the time integral of I (co) and hence proportional to the
product of' the laser power and energy. Together with
the independent measurement of the energy, we obtain a
measurement of the actual laser power on target on
every shot. Given then that the spatial distribution at
the focus does not change dramatically from shot to shot
(this has been experimentally verified), an intensity mea-
surement is obtained on a shot-by-shot basis.
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FIG. 1. Laser-system schematic. FIG. 2. Experimental optical configuration.
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The laser system provides transform-limited
( b,vb r=0.290+0.04) pulses of which approximately
80% of the energy is contained in the lowest-order spa-
tial mode. Hence, the laser pulse is very nearly Gauss-
ian at focus [Fig. 3(b)]. The average pulse width and
pulse shape is determined by multishot background-free
autoeorrelation. The deconvolution of our autocorrela-
tions [Fig. 3(c)] suggests a sech temporal distribution
which is consistent both with the theoretical pulse shape
for a synchronously mode-locked dye laser and our
pulse-width-bandwidth product. The intensity distribu-
tion at the focus is described by

I(r,z, t)=IOF(r, z)T(t),

F(r,z)=

T

T(t)=sech 2 2t

7p
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B. Experimental configuration and data acquisition

The experimental method used here in determining
the ion yield as a function of laser intensity is a common
one in multiphoton ionization, namely, time-of-Aight ion
spectrometry. However, the details of our system have
some significant differences from the typical.

The systc1Tl consists of a vacuum chamber pumped
down to pressures less than or equal to 1&10 Torr
with over 90% of the remaining background being H20.
The target species is leaked into the chamber to a pres-
sure of between 2X10 and 4X10 Torr via a high-
precision leak valve and fills the chamber uniformly. An
absolutely calibrated quadrupole mass spectrometer mea-
sures both the partial and absolute pressures of the tar-
get gas as well as that of the residual background.

The time-of-fiight (TOF) ion spectrometer was

designed with a resolution suScient to completely
resolve the isotopes of natural xenon. It consists of a
shielded 40-cm copper drift tube connected to a pair of
initially sloping then parallel metal plates which define

the target region. The central 1 cm of these plates has
been removed and replaced with fine metal grids. A uni-
form electric field of 5000 V/cm applied across these
grids extracts any ion formed in the interaction region.
Approximately one-third of the way down the drift tube
is an electrostatic lens which allows for variation of the
ion fiux on the detector by regulating the dispersion of
the ions in the plane perpendicular to their Aight path.
The ions are detected by direct impact on a 2.5-cm-
diameter microchannel plate (MCP). A second micro-
channel plate is placed in a "'chevron" configuration
behind the first to boost the gain to -10 e /ion. The
signal is then passed through a series of fast-timing
amplifiers and on to a series of gated integrators and a
digitizing oscilloscope for recording. This system has
the capability to readily detect single ions.

The data recorded on every shot consists of the pulse
energy, pulse power (from the second harmonic), a
hardware-integrated ion signal for the singly ionized and
doubly ionized species via the gated integrators, and the
complete time-of-flight ion spectra as acquired by the
fast transient digitizer (Tektronix 7912AD). A typical
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Between 2000 and 3000
shots are acquired for a given species at a single wave-
length. The raw data are sorted according to laser in-
tensity and divided into approximately 200 bins. The
spectra within each bin are averaged. Each peak in an
averaged TOF spectrum is then integrated with the aid
of a computer and the result normalized to the actual
number of ions making up the signal. The result is the
number of ions detected of a given charge state as a
function of laser intensity.

To obtain the number of ions being produced we had
to measure our absolute detection cSciency. This can be
determined by utilizing the fact that once s channel in
the microchannel-plate detector is struck by an ion, it
cannot effectively detect any others o~ing to the long
characteristic time ( & 200 @sec) for the channels to re-
charge- This phenomenon 1s cas11y observablc for the
normally Gaussian output current pulse begins to distort
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FIG. 4. Typical time-of-flight spectrum.

C. Experimental results

For each of the three noble gases, Ar, Kr, and Xe, the
experiment consisted of measuring the number of ions
detected in a given charge state as a function of laser in-
tensity. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.
%C note that in both argon snd krypton, ions of the next
higher charge state than that plotted, e.g. , Ar + and
Kr +, were observed.

Finally 5 actually combines the results of s series of
experiments performed first with a lens system providing
an approximately 10-pm (1/e radius) focal spot and
second with a lens system providing an approxiInately
20-pm focal spot. The reason for this lies in the fact
that although the sharper focus yields a higher laser in-
tensity, thereby allowing for the production of the
higher charge states, it also results in a much smaller fo-
cal volume, resulting in s fairly small number of ions be-
ing produced below saturation. Saturation is defined
here as the point at which the ionization probability for
a given charge state reaches unity throughout the focal
volume. This is especially true of the higher ionization
states, where many more photons must be absorbed.
For example, if the ionization probability below satura-

and eventually becoInes a square pulse. This is the satu-
ration point of the detector. By determining the area of
the microchannel plate being irradiated at this saturation
point, the number of channels being struck can easily be
determined. The absolute detection efficiency is then
just the ratio of the output signal at saturation (normal-
ized to the number of ions) to the number of ions strik-
ing the MCP. The detection CSciency so obtained was

rl„,=6(+4%, —2%),
which is in good agreement with the estimate of -10%
one would obtain from the work of Fields et al. on
channeltrons.
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tion were to follow lowest-order perturbation theory and
be proportional to the Eth power of the local intensity
(e.g., Xe ++KA'co~Xe' + "++e ), then the actual
number of ions being produced below saturation would
be proportional to the Eth moment of the intensity spa-
tial distribution. For a Gaussian spatial distribution, we
would have

3 4

where wc is the radius at which I(r =wo, z)
=(1/e )I(0,z) and A, is the laser wavelength.

For a 15th-order process and mo ——10 pm we would
have an efFective focal volume of only 2.7~10 cm .
%ith a target pressure of 2/10 Torr, one would be
producing less than 170 ions near saturation with this
number dropping rapidly below saturation. By increas-
ing uo by a factor of 2, one increases the focal volume
by s factor of 16, thus allowing a more extensive investi-
gation of the region below saturation for the lower
charge states while sacrificing production of the higher
charge states.

Figure 5 includes data taken both at large and small f
numbers. The small-f-number data were normalized to
the large-f-number data simply by multiplying the num-
ber of ions detected by the ratio (wo, /w02) . This ratio
can be determined empirically to quite high accuracy
provided the region around saturation can be examined
with both large- and small-f-number systems. This is
because the number of ions produced at saturation must
be in the ratio (wc, /woz) at the same time that the sat-
uration intensities from each measurement must be
equal. The ratio of moj to mo2 determined in the present
experiments was 2. 11+0.07. This technique allows us to
examine the ion yield of the lower charge states over five
orders of magnitude without having to sum over many
hundreds of laser shots in regions of low ionization prob-
ability.

The fact that we extract sll of the ions produced in
the focus coupled with the accurate reduction of the sig-
nals to the actual number of ions detected provides us
several experimental means to check for the internal
consistency of our data. This also allow for direct quan-
titative comparison with theory snd an additional
method of extracting physical constants (e.g.„cross sec-
tions) from the data other than relying solely on a mea-
surement of the saturation intensity.

In Fig. 6 we give a plot of the "threshold intensity'*
versus the minimum number of photons absorbed. The
threshold intensity is defined as the intensity at which
the ionization probability is 10 . This is very nearly
the intensity at which a single ion is detected per laser
shot and may be obtained from Fig. 5. It should be not-
ed that the data represent a smooth monotonically in-
creasing curve consistent with the fact that the threshold
intensity for a process requiring the nonresonant absorp-
tion of %+1 photons is always greater than that for a
process requiring the absorption of X photons. Howev-
er, the slope of this curve is also a decreasing function of
photon order, which is consistent with the idea that the
distinction between an %+1- and X-order process be-
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FIG. 6. "Threshold" laser intensity, defined as the intensity
at which the ionization probability is 10, as a function of the
number of photons required to ionize the atom or ion to the
next higher charge state.

comes negligible as X becomes large.
As far as uncertainties are concerned„ the uncertainty

in the actual number of ions detected for a given mea-
surement is estimated to be only about %10%. This ac-
curacy is attributable primarily to the fact that each ex-
perimental point plotted in Fig. 5 is actually the average
of ten or more laser shots in a narrow intensity window
I to I+dI. All of the various experimental errors are
accounted for by the fluctuations in the ion yield within
this bin. Thus the standard error of the measurements
within a bin provides a reasonable estimate of the error
for a given measurement. The average standard error
over more than 100 bins is -10% and hence this is
what we report as the standard error in ion yield for a
given intensity. The uncertainty in the absolute laser in-
tensity is more complicated. The error in the laser in-
tensity is dominated by the uncertainty in our pulse
shape and amplified spontaneous-emission fraction mea-
surements. The laser pulse shape is measured by a
deconvolution of a background-free autocorrelation tak-
en at the beginning, middle, and end of an experimental
run. Although the shape stays fairly constant, the width
will drift by as much as 50% over an experimental run.
Shot-to-shot pulse width fluctuations are accounted for
by recording the second harmonic on each shot (see Sec.
II A), however, this measurement is relative and not ab-
solute. Hence, the systematic uncertainty in the pulse
width is taken from the sutocorrelations and is estimat-
ed to be + 50%, —20%. The uncertainty associated
with the laser-energy measurement is due to the error as-
sociated with the measurement of the fraction of
amplined spontaneous emission contained within the
pulse. In no instance was this more than 10%. Combin-
ing the uncertainties in pulse width, ASE fraction, and
spatial distribution, the uncertainty in our absolute in-
tensity scale is estimated to be a factor of 2. Note that
this is an uncertainty in the absolute scale, not in the rel-
ative intensity. The relative intensities are actually
known to within 10% between the Ar, Kr, and Xe data.
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This was accomplished simply be performing a series of
large-f-number runs with mixed targets . The threshold
intensities from the mixed target data provided any
slight relative corrections necessary to make the three
individual data sets consistent with each other.

D. Analysis and interpretation

Two models of the experiment were developed. The
first is a kinetic model (rate equations) including both
sequential and direct ionization with ionization rates
given by lowest-order nonresonant perturbation theory.
The second is also a kinetic model but with ionization
rates given by the tunneling ionization theory developed
by Keldysh.

In general, the evolution of the diferent charge states
in time is given by a series of first-order coupled ordi-
nary differential equations,

dnj 1llSX

dt
W, n; —"g W kn, (r, t), (4)

i =0 k=j+1
t &J

where 8',
»

is t'he ionization rate from species i to j and
n;(r, t) is the number density of species i at a specific
point in space, r at a time, t. Z,„ is the maximum
charge state. One then substitutes expressions for the
ionization rate and attempts a solution to the previous
series. The number of ions produced is obtained by in-
tegrating the solution for the number density over the
intensity spatial distribution.

E. Perturbation theory

Lowest-order perturbation theory yields a simple rela-
tionship between the ionization rate WJ and the laser in-

telislty I (r, co, t),

WJ =o';J '(to)I (r, to, t),
where K is the minimum number of photons by which
the process i ~j may proceed, to is the laser frequency,
and cr,', '(co) is the Eth-order frequency-dependent cross
section.

Before proceeding to solve the system, we took advan-
tage of an important simpli6cation dictated by the data.
Note from Fig. 6 that the threshold intensity for the for-
mation of the n, +3 species is sufBciently higher than that

)(n, (r, t), (6)

(sc,. ~ x, ~+' tee, i sc,
o,""I "n,. — g o; "I "n (r, t) ..

dt
t =J —2 i =j+1

This system was solved by a Runge-Kutta method for
charge states up to Xe +, Kr +, and Ar +, respectively.
The conservation condition that the total species density
at any point must equal the initial target density,

6

no(r, —oo)= g n;(r, t),

was used to check the calculation. Before discussing the
results of this calculation, first consider the analytic solu-
tion for the total number of ions produced.

Assume that the ionization is purely sequential. This
reduces the equation for no to (with Koi ~Xi )

(K&) K

dt
= —0'0) I 1l O

With the intensity distribution separable, I(r, t)
=IOF(r)T(t), and the initial condition that all of the
target atoms are initially in their ground state, the densi-
ty of neutrals is given by

nl3(r, t)= no(r, —oo)

Xexp —o ' I, 'F '(r) f T '(t)dt . (8)
QO

The number of neutrals remaining in the interaction re-
gion at any time t is then determined by integrating over
volume. Taking the limit as t~ oo and noting that the
total number of ions produced is simply the difference in
the number of neutrals in the interaction region before
and after the laser pulse,

for the formation of the n;+2 species that direct transi-
tions of the form W, , +3 will be neghgible relative to
direct transitions 8' + J +3 Hence the system
simplifies to the following for i =0, l, . . . ,j:
dfl 0 (Kol ) Kol (K02 ) K02

dt
= —(a(31 I +O'O2 I )n O,

dpi
Ol Ol 12 12 13 ~ 13

dt ~01 ~0 +12 +~13

N;o» ——f f f no(r, —oo) 1 exp —o —' Ioi'F '(r) f T '(t)dt dxdy dz .
QC QQ

For a hyperbolic-secant-squared temporal distxibution,
the time integral is easily performed, yielding

~z
——f T(t)dt .

Although this result is quantitatively applicable to only
our pulse shape, the quantitative result is quite general
and shows that below saturation, the higher-order pro-
cesses are increasingly dominated by only the peak of
the intensity distribution. For example, below satura-
tion, Xe+ (K =6) will be produced primarily in a time
which is only 37% of the total, while Kr+ (E =7) will
be produced primarily in a time encompassing only 34%
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(12)

With the spatial distribution F(r) known, Eq. (9) or Eq.
(12) provides a direct comparison of the experimental re-
sults with theory. The only adjustable parameter is the
cross section o' ' or, equivalently, the saturation intensi-
ty Isat. This result also shows that the Kth-order depen-
dence of the ion yield on intensity is valid only well
belo~ saturation, where a first-order expansion of the ex-
ponential yields

Io
ions

sat
fJI no(r, —00)F (r)dx dydz .

(13)

Equation (3) gives the spatial integral over a Gaussian
distribution. Again the result is quantitatively appli-
cable only to Gaussian pulses, but illustrates the general
qualitative result that the volume over which ions are
produced is a strong function of the order of the process
E. One can use this general result to calculate the num-
ber of ions formed beyond saturation. It is we11 known
that the formation of ions above the saturation intensity
is due to the expanding focal volume (i.e., the "spatial
wings"). ' To a good approximation the number of ions
formed above the saturation intensity will be equal to
the number of atoms contained within the volume for
which the laser intensity is greater than I„,. For a
Gaussian pulse, this volume can be determined analyti-
cally with the result

2 4

(-', Z'+-', Z —stan-'Z ), (14)
0I

Is.t
where Z =QIo/I~, —1. For Io ~pI, this shows that
the interaction volume and, hence, the number of ions
produced will be proportional to Io . Again this is a
general result independent of the specific spatial distribu-
tion. (A difFerent result is generally obtained when
focusing with other than spherical lenses, e.g., a cylindri-
cal focus yields an eventual Io dependence. )

F. Inclusion of the "ponderomotive" potential

The photoelectron resulting from multiphoton ioniza-
tion is not born in a 6eld-free region. Rather, the outgo-
ing electron experiences an intense, oscillating elec-
tromagnetic field. The energy required to place an elec-

of 7p, etc-
Defin1ng a satur'atiorl 1rltens1ty Isat as the lntenslty a

which the argument of the exponential at the spatial
peak of the pulse reaches unity, i.e.,

(k)IE (K)
sat p

Eq. (9) may be rewritten as

nO r„—Oc

IoF (r)
dxdydz .

sat

tron in such a field is simply the quiver or "ponderomo-
tive"" energy and is given by

1 e A
U (I)=-

m, c'

=9.33& 10 ' IA, eV,

where I is the local field intensity in W/cm and A, is the
wavelength of laser light in microns. This energy acts as
an additional barrier which must be overcome by the
outgoing photoelectron or, equivalently, as an increase
in the iomzation potential. Specifically, as discussed by
Mittelman, ' the ionization potential of the atom within
the field is given by

&ip(I) = Vip(o)+ Up, (I)+U~(I);,„
+~E. st. k

—~E st..k
where AE, s„,k and hE, sta, k are the ground-state ac
Stark shifts of the atom and ion, and Up arid Up are the
ponderomotive energies of the electron and residual ion,
respectively. In the case of the noble gases irradiated by
lasers operating in the near uv and visible regions of the
spectrum the ac Stark shifts of the atomic and ionic
ground states are usually negligible relative to the pon-
deromotive energy of the outgoing electron. Further-
more, from the inverse dependence on the mass, the
quiver energy of the residual ion will always be negligi-
ble relative to that of the electron. Since there is a spa-
tial and temporal distribution of laser intensity at the
focus, there is also a spatial and temporal distribution of
the ponderomotive potential. The ionization potential of
the atoms contained within the interaction volume is
then a function of position and time.

For the intensities considered here, the ponderomotive
potential may be as high as several electron volts and is,
therefore, not negligible. This is suScient to require the
absorption of an additional photon in order to overcome
the ponderomotive barrier. This elimination of the
lowest-order channel has been experimentally demon-
strated, first by Kruit et al. ' and later by Bucksbaum. '

It is not a priori obvious how to account for the pon-
deromotive barrier within the context of perturbation
theory. One might expect that since the ionization must
proceed by the absorption of additional photons, the
dependence of the ion yield on intensity would change
from I to I +, where S is the number of additional
photons absorbed. However, the intensity dependence of
the yield of ions produced by these above-threshold pro-
cesses has been measured' and found to be equal to the
threshold dependence. This suggests instead that when
the barrier is suNIlcient to close the lowest-order channel,
the ionization proceeds via a two-step mechanism. The
first step is the promotion of the electron to the continu-
um with the electron remaining bound to the vicinity of
the nucleus by the ponderomotive barrier. In the second
step, the system is then ionized by the absorption of ad-
ditional photons. The first step is taken to be rate limit-
ing and therefore determines the nonlinear order. This
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volves the ponderomotive energy discussed earlier, while
the second involves the contribution of "direct process-
es" to the ion yield.

Consider a realistic laser pulse incident on an isolated
atom or ion. The laser intensity experienced by the
atom increases with time on the leading edge of the
pulse. As the laser intensity is raised, so too is the pon-
deromotive barrier. If the ¹h-order ionization rate is
too low to result in the ionization of a signi5cant frac-
tion of the target species before the ponderomotive bar-
rier has increased to the point at which ionization
through the lowest-order channel is cutoff, then there
would be a suppression in the ion yield. This suppres-
sion is due to the fact that the atom must now absorb an
additional photon in order for the electron to overcome
the ponderomotive barrier This suppression will last
over only a small intensity range as the N+ lt h- ord er

ionization rate will quickly equal the ¹h-order rate.
The Keldysh treatment accounts for this phenomenon
explicitly and will be discussed in greater detail in Sec.
II G. In the practical case where there is a spatial distri-
bution as well as temporal distribution of intensity, such
a suppression in the ion yield could not be observed.

The phenomenon would instead be manifest as an
inAection in the ion-yield curve with the magnitude of
the inAection increasing with charge state. The depen-
dence on charge state is a result of the fact that an in-
crease in nonlinear order results in a decrease of the
eftective focal volume and therefore an increased sensi-
tivity to discontinuities in the ionization rate. In the
limit of a uniform spatial intensity distribution, any
discontinuity in the ionization rate as a function of in-
tensity would be mapped directly to a corresponding
discontinuity in ion yield. This explanation is not only
qualitatively supported by the appearance of the data
but is also somewhat quantitative, owing to the fact that
the infiections occur near the points where an additional
photon is required to overcome the barrier.

Another plausible explanation for the inflections in ion
yield is due to the contribution of direct processes to the
formation of the higher charge states. ' As mentioned
previously, these direct processes are included in the
rate-equation model. Slightly better 6ts to the data rela-
tive to those assuming purely sequential ionization can
be obtained. However, our belief is that this is a purely
numerical result owing to the fact that one is now al-
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lowed two parameters to fit each curve rather than one.
Furthermore, the cross sections obtained for the simul-
taneous removal of two electrons were so large relative
to those obtained for the removal of a single electron
that no physical meaning could be attached to the re-
sults. The contribution of direct processes can be fur-
ther investigated by plotting the threshold intensity
defined earlier as a function of the number of photons
absorbed. When direct processes are included, there is
no clear dependence of threshold intensity on nonlinear
order. On the other hand, if the data are interpreted as
that resulting from purely sequential ionization, a
smooth, monotonic increase in threshold intensity as a
function of photon order is observed (Fig. 6). Thus we
conclude that the production of higher charge states in
our experiments proceeds Uia a mechanism of sequential
ionization.

The determination that the ionization follows a
sequential mechanism is an important one and results in
substantial simpli6cation of the rate equations. The sat-
uration intensities and associated cross sections resulting
from an overall best 6t to the data including all charge
states are given in Table I.

G. Keldysh theory

V(p(0)

Acu

Vip(co)Sy, —

Ip(to) . ( 1+ 2)1/2
g exp sinh 'y —y

ffco 1 +2y

be determined primarily by the order of the process and
not by the details of the atomic or ionic system. The
photon order is of course determined by the atom via
the ionization potential but this is a gross feature of the
atomic system. There is a slight increase in the thresh-
old curve as we proceed from xenon to argon. However,
this seems to be a secondary effect. In other words, to
first order, it appears that any atomic or ionic system
with the same ionization potential will exhibit similar
threshold intensities for nonresonant rnultiphoton ioniza-
tion. This in turn suggests that the physics of the pro-
cess is dominated instead by the outgoing electron.

Keldysh arrived at this same conclusion by a straight-
forward application of Fermi's golden rule. The advance
made by Keldysh was the use of a properly "dressed"
wave function for the outgoing electron, i.e., a Volkov
state. His result for the ionization rate is

Returning again to Fig. 6, note that the threshold in-

tensities for nonresonant multiphoton iomzation seem to where V,p(0) is the field-free ionization potential

(17)

~2E2
V)p(~) = Vip(0)+-

4me

Vip(~)
5 y, + ln slnh

( 1+y2)1/2

j/2

4(x)= J e' " dt,
0

((V&p(to)/Ace)+1) is the minimum number of photons
required to ionize, y is the tunneling parameter de6ned
in Eq. (1), and A is a numerical factor of order unity to
account for a weak dependence upon the details of the
atom.

Equation (17) is the full Keldysh formula and may
therefore appear diferent to the more common limiting
forms cited in the literature. The complete result should
be apphcable at any value of the tunneling parameter y
and not just in the tunneling regime y ~&1 of the multi-
photon regime y ~~1. We are in fact required to use the
complete expression as our experiments cover the range
1 & y &4 and can therefore be considered to lie in an in-
termediate regime.

%'e have used the Keldysh result as an alternative ex-
pression for the ionization rate in our kinetic model dis-
cussed previously. Note, however, the important
di8'erence between the Keldysh and perturbation-theory
expressions for the ionization rate. Keldysh's expression
provides for the direct calculation of ionization rates
with only minor variations in the constant A. In con-
ventional perturbation theory this is possible only in
principle. The results of our calculations along with the
data are shown in Fig. 8. Note that in all cases the pre-
dicted ion yield has a slightly lowest-order dependence
on intensity than I .

The results of our calculations show a fair quantitative
agreement with the experimental results for the total
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TABLE I. Fitting parameters for perturbation-theory kinetic Inodel (sequential ionization).

Ar+
Ar+
Ar+
Kr+
Kr+
Kr+'
Kr+4
Xe+
Xe+2
Xe+
Xe+'
Xe+'
Xe+'

Saturation intensity
( g 10' W/cm2)I,

0.67+0.03
1.42%0.06
2.2 20. 1

0.54+0.04
1.2 +0. 1

1.9 +0.2
3.1 %0.2
0.42+0.03
0.80%0.06
1.42+0.06
2.4 %0. 1

3.3 +0,2
4.2 20.3

Photons required to
ionize species (j —1)

(neglecting ponderomotive potential)

8
14
20

7
12
18
25
6

11
16
23
29
34

Xth-order cross
section o' '

(%' cm sec ' }

Sg 10-"
2X 10-'"
5 ~ 10—275

1.5 X 10-'4
3X 10—157

3X 10-'4'
2 y 10-'"
3 y10-"
3 X 10—141

1 )( 10—214

6X &0-'19
-409

3X 10-"'

Ratio of number of
ions in charge state

j to that in charge
state (j+1) at I,

1000
&40

2600
) 1000

370
180

-20
& 100
) 50

(b)
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FIG. 8. Total numbers of ions detected as a function of laser intensity. The solid curve is the result of our Keldysh-theory cal-
culations using Eq. (17): (a) argon, A =24; (b) krypton, A =18; (c) xenon, A =4.
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number of ions produced (which is dominated by the
first charge state) with values of A of order unity.
Furthermore, we find a remarkable agreement between
the calculated and empirical threshold intensities for the
first charge state. The generally lower ion yield above
saturation in the ease of Kr and Xe than that predicted
by the calculation is quantitatively similar to the
discrepancy with the perturbation-theory-model calcula-
tions. Again this may be due simply to the fact that our
focal distribution is not Gaussian but only nearly so.

The Keldysh-model calculations break down rapidly
when applied to the higher charge states in that we are
forced to use nonrealistically large values of the constant
A (A ~ 10~) in order to obtain a Ilt to the data. This is
not all that surprising since Keldysh failed to account
for the Coulomb field of the ion on the outgoing elec-
tron. He somewhat arbitrarily introduces the factor

Vip(0) y
( I +~

2
)

1 j2

t,o correct for this. However, this factor is clearly inade-

quate when the formula is used to calculate the ioniza-
tion rate of ions. This is due to the fact that the distor-
tion of the free-electron wave function in the presence of
a strong Coulomb field can be quite significant. Further-
more, the density of final states is also modified
significantly by the Coulomb field from that used by Kel-
dysh. The use of a simple WKB-type wave function
modified by the presence of the laser field shows qualita-
tively that the presence of the Coulomb Seld will actual-
ly increase the ionization rate over that predicted by
Keldysh. This is due primarily to the fact that the mag-
nitude of the electrons' momentum is not Ipt„, I

but
rather

(P r~ree +2~eEbindins )

This will enhance the interaction with the field and
hence increase the ionization rate.

The modiScation of the Keldysh theory to quantita-
tively take into account the efFect of the Coulomb field
of the residual ion on the outgoing electron is the subject
of some of our present work and will be discussed in a
forthcoming publication. '
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III. C(ONCI. USION

We have examined the nonresonant rnultiphoton ion-
ization of the rare gases Ar, Kr, and Xe at X=0.586 pm
as a function laser intensity in the range
10' &I (5)&10' W/cm using a picosecond dye-laser
system. The ion yield of up to Xe +, Kr +, and Ar +

was determined by counting the actual numbers of ions
detected with a time-of-Night mass spectrometer. This
technique provides direct quantitative comparison of the
empirically determined ion yields with that predicted by
theory. For such comparison we developed a rate-
equation kinetic model which can include ionization to
multiply charged states via direct processes.

No evidence was found to suggest that the higher
charge states are formed via a direct process from the
ground state of the neutral atom. On the contrary, we
obtained an adequate fit to the data using perturbation
theory and assuming purely sequential ionization (i.e.,
Xe + is formed from Xe'+, etc.). A general smooth in-
crease in the threshold intensity for ionization with the
number of photons absorbed is also observed. This was
a general result, independent of the atomic species. This
in turn suggests that the nonresonant ionization rate is a
fairly weak function of the details of the atomic struc-
ture. In fact, the ionization rate appears to be dominat-
ed by the outgoing electron and gross features of the
atom via the ionization potential.

The theory first presented by Keldysh in 1965 arrived
at the same qualitative results as described above. Quan-
titative agreement between this theory and our experi-
mental results is excellent for the formation of the singly
charged ions but breaks down quickly when higher

charge states are considered. The Keldysh theory
should become even more applicable to the formation of
singly charged ions under conditions where the tunnel-
ing parameter y becomes less than unity. Our experi-
ments covered a range 1.5&@&4. The general break-
down of the Keldysh theory for predicting the formation
of higher charge states is probably due to the neglect of
the efFect of the Coulomb field of the residual ion on the
outgoing electron wave function. A modi5cation of this
theory to explicitly account for the Coulomb field of the
ion is presently being undertaken.

As a final note, we have explicitly avoided intermedi-
ate high-order resonances, both experimentally and
theoretically in the work described herein. The behavior
of these resonances in an intense 6eld is of course an im-
portant question and is the subject of much of our
present experimental effort.
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